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Good story Good story Love the characters Almost nonstop
action The flow of the story is great And it leads up to the
second book really well. Alicia Wolf is genius I loved reading
Dragon Shadow I was pulled in from the first page The main
character is Jade McClaren who is 1 2 human and 1 2
somethings else and her sister Ruth who is full Witch I love
Jade s attitude when it comes to a certain handsome Fae Lord
and Knight to the Queen.While reading I found lots of action
with the turn of every page and lots of sarcasm with a lot of
snarkiness from certain characters of which I loved The setting
is in a New York but on top of the High skyscrapers you will
find the Fae Palaces Quite creative I thought and very beautiful
I might addIf you are wondering what the palaces look like you
need to read Dragon Shadow I did and loved it You will
discover a whole new world where Jade and Ruth live in And it
is full of magic from both the witch and Fae so much that when
you are done readireading you will want I can not to see what
lies in the future for Jade and friend in the next book. The Fae
Lords Have Come To Our World, And The World Has Changed
Around Them Jade McClaren Is A Thief With A Mission And A
Secret She And Her Sister Ruby Make Their Living Stealing
Magical Items From Bad Guys In Magical New York, But Jade
Is No Ordinary Cat Burglar She S Only Half Human The Other
Half Is Something Else When She Steals A Magical Item From
The Wrong Man, She Attracts The Attention Of Powerful
Enemies, Plus The Pursuit Of The Relentless Fae Knight Davril
Stormguard Something Dire Is Happening In Post Fae New
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York, And Davril Is Trying To Get To The Bottom Of It Before It
Can Destroy The Fae Lords, And Maybe The World Itself Jade
Might Hold The Secret To Stopping The Dark Forces, But She
Wants Nothing To Do With Davril, Who Is Basically A Fae Cop,
Especially After He Busts Her But To Clear Her Name And
Save Her Sister, Jade Must Team Up With Davril, Whether
She Likes It Or Not Along The Way, They Ll Have To Contend
With Vampires, Demons, Witches And In Order To Get What
They Need Not To Mention Each Other Can A Thief And A Fae
Knight Learn To Trust Each Other In Time To Save The World
Dragon Shadow Is The First Volume Of An Exciting New Urban
Fantasy Series For Fans Of Patricia Briggs And Jasmine Walt I
voluntarily reviewed an advanced reader copy of this book, this
is the first book I have read by this author and I am so glad that
I did This book is absolutely awesome I am so addicted and I
am dying to find out what happens next This book is written so
so well, it is written in such a way that the quickly gets you
hooked and addicted, right from the start you are pulled into
this tale, it is the sort of storyline that makes you need to keep
turning the pages to find out what mystery is going to be
unravelled next I lived the descriptions of the world that this is
based in, how you find out why the world is the way that it is It
is very clear that the author has put a lot of care and attention
as well as love when she created these characters, they are so
well thought out and they are definitely relatable to the reader I
loved Jade She definitely is a fiery personality that has a
stubborn streak that I thought was brilliant, especially her
sarcastic side She is extremely loyal and has a huge heart, she
will always put her life on the line to protect others, especially
those that she cares about Then we come to Davril he comes
across as very cold and remote at the beginning but you soon
see he is so much deeper than that and he hides a wealth of
pain and guilt that haunts him everyday You also soon see how
protective he is and passionate he is about what he believes in
I am dying to know about Ruby and her abilities Would also
love to know about Calista and Jessela I can t recommend this
book highly enough, it is amazing Well deserving of the 5
rating, a must read Funny, isn t it, reading fiction I can believe
in otherworldly realms with dragons, shifters, magic and be
quite content, as long as the story is good and, you know,
believable, coherent, relatable.But when your friend is killed in
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a gruesome fashion and your sister is kidnapped, you don t go
to parties and ogle at dresses and sigh over masculine jaws
and hard abs You don t leave for tomorrow your sister s rescue
You sharpen your blades, you get your supernatural feelers
out, and start collecting favours from sleazy alley imps to get
your sis back Plus payback.That s what I would do, and I m not
a half dragon shifter like she is.DNF at 30%. I thought the blurb
on this book sounded intriguing, and I was excited to read it I
didn t get my hope up too high as I ve been burned a little in
the past with the book not being quite as good as the blurb
seemed it would be I needn t have worried this book was
excellent Jade is a wonderful protagonist who wants to rescue
her sister Ruby however she can She was full of fire and life,
and she made an interesting foil for Davril, a fae Knight, the
one who is also after the item that will bring back Jade s sister
Everything in the book was easy to follow, I found the world to
be extremely interesting, and I really liked all the characters
The author wove a well written, action filled, and hard to put
down book, and I for one can t wait to read the next one in the
series Highly recommend Thanks to the author for the e book
which I reviewed voluntarily. A great new urban fantasy series
that centers around Fae and magic I absolutely loved the story
and got sucked in from the very first page There was plenty of
action, adventure, romantic tension, and just kick butt fun I
enjoyed the characters and can t wait to discover about them I
can t wait to read the next book I voluntarily reviewed an arc
from the author. I received a complimentary copy of this book It
s a fun little book, just the right length to be enjoyable as a
romp through urban fantasy land The characters are
interesting, but not very deep It didn t have time to really
develop the characters yet or to really make me care about
them There s just enough to keep my interest though The main
character is a firey pun intended chicka who is on a mission to
take the baddies down a notch, and maybe get her fire back
one day She gets into some dangerously fun situations and
works with the fae to solve the main problem and rescue her
kidnapped sister The audio narration was great, good voices
and pacing The book is set up for an interesting series with the
big bad spanning multiple books This one set up a new
partnership in our main character s life Final verdict Fun urban
fantasy, but not too deep. Stolen Dragon FireA nice piece of
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urban fantasy meshed together with a unique blend of the
modern together with elements of the traditional fae A good
action story with a snarling, kicking, feisty heroine There s
plenty to like with the magically inclined, castles on top of
skyscrapers, broomsticks and a fae queen complete with her
sexy fae guard. ReturningI gave up less than 45% into the
book The heroine only seems to be capable of telling or
screaming or falling apart Her sister gets kidnapped and the
emotion in that scene fell so flat because this chick is all over
the place Who gets drunk, watches their sister get kidnapped,
gets attacked by 4 people, gets hunted by a fae knight, and
then walks in their home to grab another drink Like getting
drunk is going to solve anything In top of the idiotic choices,
she has insta lust for her crush As always, I seriously dislike
this in a story because it s a way to get around having to
actually write the romance into something believable It always
feels like the author just doesn t want to bother with the effort,
and when you see that you also see where the effort is missing
elsewhere in the story A paper thin Cinderella construct with
faerie castles and a ball is never satisfying Add in thin plot and
just as thin characters It was a stilted and formulaic read, and
once again we have a heroine bent on revenge who should be
able to defend herself but can t fight her way out of a paper
bag without her make counterpart rescuing her His typical I am
stronger than you so you must do what I say routine is equally
sexist What bothers me most is that this book isn t billed as a
damsel in distress story and it should be If it had been, I
wouldn t have bought it To be clear, this is not an independent
woman surviving and thriving story whatever the summary
says If your tastes mirror mine, skip this one If your tastes line
up with this kind of storyline, and you are ok with a shaky plot,
at least in book 1, then read on.
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